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Where would you put yourself on the 

‘appetite for change’ continuum?

1 2 3 4 5



Will a robot take your job?

To answer this question, 
we have to consider two 
things:
•What does your job 
consist of
•How is automation 
impacting on work 



Will a robot take your job?

What does your job 
consist of?

On your handout, please 
fill in the left hand 
column with the main 
tasks you do.

When you’ve done that, tick 
the appropriate column to 
indicate whether you’d like 
more or less of it in your life  





































Everything 
routine will be 
automated –
this is already 
underway 



Will a robot take your job?

What does your job 
consist of?

On your handout assess 
your main tasks in terms 
of whether they are 
routine or non- routine. 



What else is impacting 
on the future of 

work? 

The Future of Work

e.g. the rich digital 
ecosystem



Rich Digital Ecosystem 

Unprecedented Connectivity  

Unprecedented Data Richness

Unprecedented Analytical Capability

Mobile

Sensate

Responsive   



Individual data
Individual data
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Individual data



Immediate Environment
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City/settlement
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Rich digital ecosystem - Impact on work

Business model 
disruption



Rich digital ecosystem - Impact on work

Size and revenue 
disconnected –
large profits 
without large 
workforces



Rich digital ecosystem - Impact on 
work

Automation of 

routine work –

both manual 

and cognitive

Hollowing out 

jobs in the 

middle



Rich digital 
ecosystem -
Impact on 

work

Skill level and skill 

mix constantly 

evolving –

learning and 

creating are no 

longer separate 

from working



The uniquely 

human aspects 

of work will be 

ever more 

important  

Rich digital 

ecosystem –

Impact on work



“EVERY industry and 

EVERY organisation

will have to transform 

itself in the next few 

years”  

Tim O’Reilly  Next Economy Conference 2015



Are there other questions 

you should be thinking 
about?

The Future of Work

e.g. how can the 
rich digital 
ecosystem help 
me do my job 
better?



Not replacing but assisting



Not replacing but assisting



Not replacing but assisting



Not replacing but assisting



Other questions to think 
about:

The Future of Work

how would you use 
continuous real-time , fine-
grained data about your 
clients to help them more?



Are there other questions 

you should be thinking 
about?

The Future of Work

e.g. how will bigger 
forces reshape 
what work is and 
how it is done?



World population growth over 12,000 years



POPULATION GROWTH

2019  7.7 BILLION
2029  8.7 BILLION

 1 BILLION IN THE NEXT 10 YEARS
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Globally we are 
using up 1.75 
earths per year.

Collectively, 
the way we 
live in New 
Zealand uses 
2.9 earths per 
year.



New Zealand’s has the third 
highest waste per person in the 
OECD (740kg)





New Zealand’s 
GHG emissions 
per person are 
amongst the 
highest in the 
world.











Social Operating System

The way we organise ourselves 

and get things done as a society





Our Social Operating System is in transition
as we undergo era-scale change



Thinking over Three Horizons
Previous state                            Current State                                 Future State

fading away                                 transition underway                    becomes new normal

Some things we have seen         Some things we are starting to see       Some things we might see

Things that 
used to work 
well, but don’t 
serve us so 
well any more:
e.g. everyone 
commuting for 
9-5 work 

Things that fit the 
new era: e.g.
everyone working 
where and when 
it’s most 
productive and 
least polluting



Critical Transitions in the 21st Century 
Previous state                            Current State                                 Future State

fading away                                 transition underway                    becomes new normal

Some things we have seen         Some things we are starting to see       Some things we might see

bridging approaches
may be needed

•High emissions, no 
consequences
•Waste-creation 
the norm
•Stable climate

•Low emissions by 
default
•Zero waste by  
default
•Disrupted climate
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Changing values and expectations



Changing values and expectations



Changing values and expectations



Emissions and waste are the new smoking 
and drinking



Modal Shifts

mode

1. a way or manner in which a thing is done; a method or 
procedure

2. a prevailing fashion or custom

3. a way of operating or using a system

modal

1. of, or relating to mode or form as opposed to substance



Modal Shifts Currently Underway

Life 2.0 Life 3.0

Ownership 
(enclosed)

 Use (open)

Fixed  Distributed

Mass  Bespoke

Institution  Network

Overload  Supplement/
complement
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How can you use future 
modes to 

meet 

21st century 

challenges?



Ownership/
Enclosed

Use/Open







How can you use ‘open’ and 
‘pay to use’ to meet 

21st century 

challenges?



FIXED DISTRIBUTED



DISTRIBUTED



DISTRIBUTED



How can you use ‘distributed’

to meet 

21st century 

challenges?



Mass 
to 

Bespoke



MASS: OSFA 



BESPOKE: OSFM



How can you use ‘bespoke’

to meet 

21st century 

challenges?
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From stand-alone institution to network



NETWORK



How can you use ‘networked’

to meet 

21st century 

challenges?
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OVERLOAD 
TO 
SUPPLEMENT



SUFFICIENT



SUFFICIENT  SUPPLEMENT/COMPLEMENT



How can you use 
‘complemented’

to meet 

21st century 

challenges?







Enjoy the future!

Questions?

Thank you for listening.

Continue the conversation
@stephaniepride

stephanie@stratedgy.co.nz
www.stratedgy.co.nz


